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About This Content

Get your PC geared up to take on zombies in style with the MegaTagmension Blanc + Neptune VS Zombies Deluxe Pack!

Contains the following:
- 25 page, full color MegaTagmension Blanc + Neptune VS Zombies art book

- 4 wallpapers
- custom Windows theme

- 8 ringtones
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Title: MegaTagmension Blanc Deluxe Pack
Genre: Action
Developer:
IDEA FACTORY, COMPILE HEART, TAMSOFT
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Additional Notes: Caution: ATI Mobility Radeon HD 5xxx, 1GB VRAM 5000 series, AMD processor may not work properly
with this game.

English,Japanese
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A bit old now, but still kicks. Drifting all the way! :P. This OST along with the game itself is a sheer blessing. It's a humongous
shame that it's missed by many.. This is a nice find.. Turn based combat, tons of charachters to choose from, a merchant that
you can buy/sell from between battles, 6 charachters to control per game, good variety of abilities, etc.

The game is fun to play and runs great.

This is a definite buy; especially at this price.. Played for 5 min and I'm already laughing.

Haven't try multiplayer yet, can't find a friend who wanna get penetrated by me or wanna penetrate me.. A fun, well-animated
little time-waster. Not too deep, but involving enough to keep you playing for an hour or two. I left it running while I took a
shower, did some cleaning, made dinner, came back to it, and then finished up. I only wish there was more substance to it!.
Mind=blown. Play it. Now.. a good time waster, good to farm badges as well. I loved the other developer's games, although the
repetitiveness of tasks can be tedious. However this anniversary update is terrible. I bought this in April 2019 & it says expect
updates in Feb 2019. It also says "Close your eyes" in this version is unfinished and all but the incredibly repetitive and difficult
Girl Graveyard game are available, the rest of the content says "coming soon".
So not sure how this can be recommended or get good reviews from what I've experienced.. For diehards only. Still doesn't
explain why Big Alex always won, though.. Perhaps the worst computer game I've ever played... and I'm going back to the days
of Atari here. Don't buy this game unless you're looking to be amazed that any company would dare charge $40 for something in
2013 that's on the te♥♥♥♥♥al level of something made in the early 90s or earlier. I won't go so far as to say it's a scam, but I
do wonder.
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Great game from the good old days. Simple but good.. This is NOT your typical Tower Defense game. It does have a couple of
gun turrets that can be placed in the level, but It is more of a a puzzle\/defense game.

It's different than most games of it's genre. It is a thinking man's game with different ways to pass a level. You first select a
level, then decide what kind of traps, blockades, guns, bombs and other devices you want to bring into the level to beat it. You
do have a budget, so you must choose wisely from a list and cannot take too much into the levels with you. You can change the
difficulty settings in the Options menu and it will give you more starting cash.

Basically, enemies will try to kill your kitten! You must stop them at all costs!!! This is a serious trial and error type of game.
The maps get more difficult and placement of things sometimes requires A LOT of trial and error!!! You will most likely fail
your first few (or more) attempts on each map. You don't seem to get penalized for failing though.

TIP: To look at the map before playing it, close your inventory screen by clicking the minus button at the top right corner of the
inventory screen. The whole map will be revieled. Then reopen the inventory screen by clicking the "Inventory" button at the
bottom of the screen.

It is an average game done well. Seems polished and works great on my 2015 MacBook Pro! Like I said, it's fun, but it's not
really your "traditional" Tower Defense game. I do like it so far! I recommend it to fans of puzzle games and kitten lovers! :-)
Get it on sale now!

Hardware Overview:

Model Name: MacBookPro 11,5 (Mid 2015)
Processor Name: Intel Core i7
Processor Speed: 2.8 GHz
Number of Processors: 1
Total Number of Cores: 4
L2 Cache (per Core): 256 KB
L3 Cache: 6 MB
Memory: 16 GB Type: DDR3 Speed: 1600 MHz
Video Card: AMD Radeon R9 M370X, VRAM 2048 MB

Operating System: OS X El Capitan version 10.11.6 (64 bit OS). Why is this on Steam. Battlestations Midway was my first
Battlestations game and became my top favorite game. Although the graphics might be outdated, and multiplayer is dead, the
game is doesn’t lose its fun and the answer to get multiplayer back, you use GameRanger to host and join some multiplayer
games. You’ll be surprise to see how many BSM lobbies there are that are open when you use GameRanger. Is it worth the time
and price, of couse it’s a yes and I do recommend the game. When I played this game on Windows 8.1, I had no problem with
the game, so it should work on the latest Windows operating system that’s available.

g. I really wanted to like this hideously ugly game but despite being an extremely basic mobile game, and despite having a
plethora of patches, it is simply not a finished product, and the bit that is finished isn't any good. There are way too many bad
design decisions on show here that will scare away just about any player, even a hardened TD vet like this author.

First the good: The game is very cheap (and I got it on sale). The graphics are bad but campy 90s bad so in some ways the art is
a plus even though the actual art is ugly beyond description. I played C&C1 via DOS4GW and, gasp, I can still actually
remember what it was like, so in some ways this ridiculous, native 4:3 TD copypasta is right up my alley. The sound is mostly
annoying low budget but occasionally there's some mildly clever/funny bits, so like the art you really want to like it even though
there isn't much to like. The soundtrack is passable but hilariously out of place and doesn't match anything about the rest of the
game (except that it was a terrible design decision; that much is consistent). The setting is as generic as it gets and the actual
gameplay is likewise as derivative as it gets, but had the basic design and gameplay been solid, the game itself would have been
fun and recommendable to fans of TDs.

But the core design is TERRIBLE. There's no balance at all, no indication what the developer expects players to do, and few
clues about what strategies work and don't work. The tower upgrade paths are ludicrously designed, with some upgrades
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carrying over and some not, with no indication which is which without raw trial and error. There's no excuse for design this bad
when the TD genre has largely passed by this particular brand of stupidity decades ago. Worse, of the approx 3-4 possible
strategies in the entire game (there's only 2 base tower types) only 1 will typically work on any level, and often then it will only
work in a completely linear way that can only be found with mind numbingly tedious trial and error. The interface is also
extremely clunky and cumbersome (I never found any hotkeys at all) and obvious holdovers from mobile ("Tap screen to change
rally point") are numerous.

I've seen this game compared to Kingdom Rush a few times but that's just nonsense. There are a few similarities, sure, but
they're all skin deep. Kingdom Rush has a logical system and uses it. Kingdom Rush has some thought put into strategies,
upgrades, and the dynamics of player choice. Kingdom Rush has heroes. Kingdom Rush has easter eggs. Kingdom Rush has
charming, Warcraft-style art, and in this respect Alien Robot Monsters isn't even Command & Conquer. Hell, it's not even Dark
Reign! Above all, Kingdom Rush is inherently fun to play and Alien Robot Monsters is inherently not fun to play.

Sorry to the dev, but I cannot be any kinder to this game (and before heavily editing this review I was a LOT harsher!) I love
tower defense games but Alien Robot Monsters really, REALLY sucks, and that's despite all the actual hard work of refining
the genre's formula already being done by others. This dev could have simply copied all that good stuff as well, but instead they
just copied (and badly copied) the irrelevent fluff and bad ideas discarded by others. What an odd strategy.....
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